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introduction
Welcome to Ready Steady Lounge
(RSL) the worlds’ first all
drinking all smoking no
seatbelts airline.

We at RSL reckon ‘How to…’ books
are just about the coolest
genre. Reference manuals for
whatever you want to do from
‘How to have a Number One Hit
Single the Easy Way’ to ‘How to
Play Poker and Sleep ‘til Noon’.
The titles alone are a total
i n s p i r a t i o n .

Now we have the perfect excuse
to write our very own ‘How to…’
book. So with multi respects
to the mighty self help gods we
present our humble offering ‘How
to Ready Steady Lounge’.

RSL began as a simple
alternative to the regular
boring boring pub quiz but over
time has developed and mutated
into something else completely.
RSL has become the stuff of
legends and with all the right

infotainmenhe RSL fuel to inform
and entertain

accessories. And this
unassuming little book which
you are now holding is going to
let you in on the secrets. ‘How



to Ready Steady Lounge’ will
reveal all the most secret
secrets that are the RSL
phenomenon.

Like all good ‘How to…’ books
‘How to Ready Steady Lounge’
is based on real life experi-
ence and is money back guaran-
teed to change your world. All
we ask is that you read and
apply the RSL Golden Rules.
These are your keys to RSL suc-
cess.

We appreciate you have a choice
in how you spend your leisure
time and we are very grateful
you have chosen to spend some
time reading this manual. You
will not regret it.



what is

Golden Rule
cabin crew people are passenger people

ready steady lounge?
Ready Steady Lounge is a fun
kind of quiz – a big feature
laden airplane lounge type thing
with various rounds.

If you have not flown RSL be-
fore some of the language in
this manual will be new to you.
If you are a regular flyer then
please feel free to jump on to
the next section.

In RSL speak: ‘a flight’ is the
quiz rounds and features and
‘the cabin crew’ are the pro-
ducers and presenters. Think
airplane and everything should
suddenly make perfect sense.
Or if you prefer you can use
the glossary at the back of the
manual.

Anyone wanting to become RSL
cabin crew should read on and
learn. Anyone merely curious
should read on and relax. But
whichever is the case – enjoy
the flight.



cabin crew
t is
ge?

The cabin crew are the people
who make RSL happen.

Choose your cabin crew - or
fellow cabin crew - carefully.
RSL cabin crew must have RSL
attitude. They must be ready
they must be steady they must
be lounge.  The optimum number
of cabin crew per flight is
three. The best kind of cabin
crew is three friends out to
take on the world.

Pre-flight the cabin crew are
the researchers, the
scriptwriters, the producers
and the directors of each and
every RSL flight.

During the flight the cabin crew
become the air hosts and air
hostesses who look after the
passengers.

At all times the cabin crew are
RSL ambassadors and the
passengers’ comfort and
entertainment is always their
paramount consideration.


